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Abstract
This work presents a software-oriented autonomy framework that enables the incremental development of high

robotic autonomy. The autonomy infrastructure in space applications is often cost-driven and built for a narrow
time/complexity domain. In domains like On-orbit Servicing Assembly and Manufacturing (OSAM), this prevents
scalability and generalizability, motivating a more consistent approach for the incremental development of robotic
autonomy. For this purpose, the problem of vision-based grasping is described as a building block for high autonomy
of dexterous space robots. Subsequently, the need for a framework is highlighted to enable bottom-up development
of general autonomy with vision-based grasping as the starting point. The preliminary framework presented here
comprises three components. First, an autonomy level classification provides a clear description of the autonomous
behavior of the system. The stack abstraction provides a general classification of the development layers. Finally, the
generic execution architecture condenses the flow of translating a high-level task description into real-world sense-plan-
act routines. Overall, this work lays down foundational elements towards development of general robotic autonomy for
scalablity in space application domains like OSAM.
keywords: OSAM, Autonomy, On-orbit Robotics, Perception, Manipulation, Learning

1. Introduction

Advances in On-orbit Servicing, Assembly and Man-
ufacturing (OSAM) developments show a clear trend in
decreasing mission costs by using scalable robotic tech-
nologies and enabling more autonomous operations.1 The
use of robotic manipulators have been ubiquitous in the
OSAM context and will remain so following the trend low-
cost robotic arms for spacecraft.2 Still, the existing robotic
systems for spacecraft3–5 rely on conventional hardware,
which involve high cost of development and conventional
algorithms that have very low generalizability in the broad
OSAM application space. This motivates the develop-
ment of modular and autonomous vision-based manipula-
tion systems that enable cost-effective and scalable OSAM
infrastructures.

A foundational element in enabling highly autonomous
operations with dexterous space robotics systems is the in-
telligent visual perception subsystem that can estimate dy-
namic grasps for unknown objects in space. The problem
of interest is the use of visual information to capture and
manipulation of unknown objects present in host space-
craft’s workspace. These target objects may be tumbling
and their physical and visual properties (material, geome-
try and state) are partially or totally unknown. The impor-
tance of visual perception is due to its ability to capture

dense information and consequently, the context about the
environment in real time. In recent times, themotivation to
use visual perception on-board has been complemented by
1) availability of commercial sensors and camera systems
that have lower form-factors, cost, power and hardware
complexity, and 2) the rapid developments in data-driven
algorithms for unstructured and uncertain environments.
Despite the promise of vision systems, there are unique
challenges to a space-borne vision system. The space-
borne vision sensors suffer from high signal-to-noise ratio,
rapidly varying brightness and background contrast as well
as ineffectiveness during eclipse. Additionally, extracting
meaningful high-level information such as semantic fea-
tures in the images from pixel intensities cannot often
be accomplished through analytical methods. A visual
perception system that overcomes these challenges and
reliably extract meaningful information can improve em-
bodiment of space-borne manipulation systems to enable
increasingly complex use cases. With improving intelli-
gence and embodiment, the systems can be made increas-
ingly autonomous. Autonomy of a system is its ability
to achieve goals while operating independently of exter-
nal control.1 In space systems particularly, increasingly
autonomous systems enable time-critical decision making
in the presence of time delays or communication losses.
The online decision making also enables the use of rich
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on-board sensor data instead of bandwidth limited down-
link data. Further, autonomy eliminates the dependency
of system performance on human factors’ and reduces the
cost of related ground support infrastructure. As the de-
mand for space infrastructure sustainability and scalability
grows, autonomy stands to enable cost and risk reduc-
tion with dramatic improvement in overall productivity of
space systems.

This work focuses on the two elements highlighted
above. First, the problem of vision-based grasping as a
fundamental visuomotor skill for an intelligent and dexter-
ous space robot is described. Then, the question of gen-
eral autonomy development is addressed using a software-
oriented autonomy framework, within which robot capa-
bilities may be incrementally and consistently developed.
To this extent, Section 2 lays down a brief assessment
of the vision-based grasping problem, one of the funda-
mental visuomotor skills that can compositionally enable
general-purpose space robots. Subsequently, Section 3 at-
tempts to lay down the formalism of general autonomy.
A preliminary autonomy framework is presented within
which vision-based grasping and other visuomotor skills
can be developed to incrementally enable high autonomy
in OSAM as well as general large-scale space robotic ap-
plications.

1.1 Related Work

General and reusable software architecture for terres-
trial and space robotics has been an actively evolving topic
for research. The aim is to decompose a robot task and into
independent sub-problems to flexibility in recomposing
them to produce flexible task-level behavior.6 The nature
of decomposition has varied, starting from Brooks et al.7
where task is decomposed into levels of competences and
corresponding layers of control. Instead of decomposing
the problem into perception, planning, mapping, control
and other functional modules, the architecture provides
a mobile robot with seven general competences. These
include obstacle avoidance, explore aimlessly, map the en-
vironment, register dynamic and static elements et cetera.
Bonasso et al.8 devised a three tier decomposition of
robot control into reactive skills, sequencing and deliber-
ation. Volpe et al.9 proposed CLARATy arguing the im-
provements provided by a coupled two layer architecture
that tightly integrates planning and execution. The bottom
layer is a functional layer that interfaces with the hardware,
while the decision layer at the top decomposes higher-level
goals into sub-goals and schedules them. Brat et al.10
propose a highly compositional architecture for space ap-
plications by combining object-oriented functional layer
of CARATy9 with a constraint-based EUROPA11 plan-
ning layer, using PLEXIL.12 Closer to this work, ERGO13

provides an autonomy framework based on T-REX,14 for
development of robotic operation at various autonomy lev-
els. Another line of work in robotic architectures have
focused more on the lower level implementation to enable
real-time operation and interface standardization.15,16 Re-
cent advances in robot learning often devise end-to-end
architectures17,18 that focus on learning visuomotor rep-
resentations that translate goals into sequential real-world
actions.

Along this line of work, we present the autonomy
framework in the context of a consistent bottom-up de-
velopment of primary skill- vision-based grasping. The
preliminary framework comprises three components. First
and foremost, autonomous behavior description is out-
lined using a systematic autonomy level classification. The
framework inherits the notion of decomposition from con-
ventional robotic architectures at three capability levels-
task, subtask, and skill. A flexible execution architecture
brings these components together to represent generic ex-
ecution for any autonomy level. The architecture follows
a decomposition and re-composition flow for the three ca-
pability levels to execute real-world goal-oriented actions.
To support the execution flow, we introduce the abstraction
of the autonomy stack. Autonomy stack inherits from the
trends in the use of learning-based methods and ontology-
based knowledge representations used in contemporary
terrestrial robotic systems.

2. Vision-based Grasping for OSAM

Traditionally, space-borne robotic manipulators were
most often used for docking, berthing and assistive assem-
bly/repair in space in orbit.19–21 These were typically ac-
complished under the assumption of target fiducials, accu-
rate model knowledge, mission-specific grappling fixtures
and end-effectors. In realizing the potential of OSAM ac-
tivities at scale, the mission-specific fiducials, models and
end-effectors greatly limit the application space by impos-
ing limitations on the kind of objects, environments and
scenarios that can be dealt with by the special purpose
manipulator. To push the utility of space manipulators
forward and towards general-purpose manipulation sys-
tems for OSAM (and planetary applications), manipulator
systems need to be able to perceive and handle objects
of various shapes, sizes and properties in dynamic and
uncertain on-orbit scenarios.

2.1 Problem Formulation

The problem under consideration is the stable grasp
of an object in space. The capability to accurately and
reliably grasp objects in space is at the core of servicing,
assembly and manufacturing in orbital as well as planetary
context. Their scalability depend greatly on the ability to
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work autonomously in unstructured and uncertain environ-
ments ∗.In context of space-borne and especially on-orbit
manipulators, the micro-gravity adds a dynamic compo-
nent which imposes high accuracy of grasp configuration
estimation along with high precision of alignment and
grasp execution. The contact dynamics are more sensitive
to contact interface design unlike terrestrial applications
where often restricting (bottom) plane is used to aid suc-
cess in imprecise grasping. Further, the possibility of
damage or out-of-workspace drift imposes more stringent
requirement on grasp generation and execution.

The problem formulation has one more axis of varia-
tion once the visual modality (RGB or RGB-D) and the
end-effector type (n-fingered gripper) are fixed. This is
the apriori knowledge of the target object. As outlined in
Bohg et al.,22 this aspect can be classified into 3 categories:

1. Known Objects: Model and interaction properties
are known perfectly and pre-computed grasps can be
used to select a suitable grasp that complies with the
overarching task, once the object pose is estimated
from the image.

2. Familiar Objects: Model and interaction prop-
erties may not be known, but the target is
similar to an object encountered during offline
model/database/experience generation. Similarity
can be in terms of shape, size, texture, features, or an
arbitrary high level category that allow grasp synthe-
sis and selection to be adapted based on appropriate
object representations and similarity metrics.

3. Unknown Objects: No assumption is made on mod-
els or experience. Grasp synthesis and selection must
rely on features or structure in real-time sensor data.

Further assumptions are made on the dynamic nature
of the target object during pre-grasp period, in order to de-
couple the manipulation and grasping problem from the 6-
DOF spacecraft control. The target object is assumed to be
free-floating before grasping, but the residual momentum
of the potentially tumbling target relative to the servicing
spacecraft is assumed to be negligible or within compen-
sation margins of on-board reaction wheels or compliance
control mechanism. This excludes cases of grasping large
bodies with high relative momentum at grasp time. This
is justified by the fact that large relative momentum can
be negated by achieving motion synchronization relative
to such a body, as conceived in debris capture architec-
tures,5 using servicer GNC without coupling it with the
manipulation problem, and therefore suitably ignoring it.

∗The notion of environment here also includes secondary objects and
agents

2.2 Problem Breakdown

The problem of taking an image or sequence of im-
ages and producing actions that result in a stable and task-
compliant grasp can be decomposed broadly into grasp
synthesis, motion planning, grasp tracking and grasp ex-
ecution. Most commonly, the methods presume an ROI
that may be produce using object detection or scene seg-
mentation.

Grasp synthesis concerns the problem of finding a
grasp configuration that satisfies a set of criteria regard-
ing one of more of- dexterity, equilibrium, stability and
specific dynamic behaviour.23 Grasp configurations are
parameterized generally using a reference 3D grasp point
on the object, approach axis along which the fingers close-
in and the initial gripper configuration, and optionally the
arm and wrist pose that comply with a task. While exact
representations vary,24,25 they directly or indirectly en-
code the aformentioned parameters for parallel jaw grip-
pers, which can be generalized for grippers with more than
two fingers and non-parallel layouts.26 Given the repre-
sentation, the persistent problem in grasp synthesis is for
the algorithms to sample discrete grasps from an infinite
set of possible grasp configurations, rank and select a task
compliant grasp as per a grasp quality metric.27,28 Motion
planning then concerns to the problem of planning the op-
timal approach and grasp using the kinematic and dynamic
models of the manipulator, and grasp execution concerns
the generation of real-time actuator commands in pres-
ence of uncertainty in perceptual input, object representa-
tion like pose and shape, friction and actuator dynamics.
Finally, grasp tracking concerns the update of grasp con-
figuration in presence of relative dynamics between the
arm and the target object.

2.3 Solution Approaches

The solution approaches to the vision-based grasping
problem vary greatly, but in the last decade generally tend
towards augmenting or replacing the traditionally used an-
alytical approaches with data-driven methods. This is mo-
tivated by the fact that purely analytical methods, require
knowledge of some or all of- geometric, kinematic and
dynamic properties of the object apriori. Moreover, the
computational effort necessary for optimizing over grasp
criteria to find a task-oriented grasp configuration is in-
tractable for arbitrary new objects.23 Empirical or data-
driven approaches reduce the computational complexity,
by using pre-computed grasps from an on-board knowl-
edge base or by sampling limited grasps using a heuristic
or a learned mapping.

For known objects, the problem simplifies to that of
object detection and pose estimation, after which a pre-
computed grasp can be executed subject to reachability
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and task constraints. The pre-computed grasps are gen-
erated from either human/expert demonstration29,30 or of-
fline grasp synthesis algorithms and ranking metrics.31–33
Probabilistic frameworks are a common choicewhen using
3D observations for detection and pose estimation. They
are based on part-hierarchy object models as in Detry et
al.34 or fit observed point cloud to a known point cloud
model using iterative closest point algorithm. For cases
wheremonocular images are used, it is now common to use
mature CNN architectures. The use of machine learning
in general and CNNs in particular has also been motivated
in recent works on uncooperative rendezvous.35,36 CNNs
show effectiveness in tackling strong variations in illumi-
nation conditions and presence of adverse visual artefacts
like light, shadow and earth background. In principle,
CNNs can be used to detect target and regress 6D pose
directly as in Sharma et al.36 Alternatively after the tar-
get detection, a keypoint detection network37 maps image
to pre-defined keypoints of the known 3D model. Using
correspondences of detected keypoints and 3D model, the
pose is then estimated using a Perspective-n-Points solver.
In comparison to learned models that directly estimate 6D
pose, approaches that use keypoints and correspondence
have shown superior pose estimation accuracy38 and to an
extent also enable explainability resulting from intermedi-
ate outputs and confidences.

For familiar objects, grasp synthesis from a segmented
object image is based on the assumption that successful
grasps for similar objects can be generated in a similar way.
The primary problem is to select similarity representation
that can be decoded from a visual input. Subsequently,
a similarity metric is necessary to express whether previ-
ous grasp experience may generalize and generate a stable
grasp, subject to reachability constraints. It is common to
use affordances that represent functionality of the target
object39 to encode similarity in terms of grasping. It is
most common to use learning to encode high-level affor-
dance representations as well as to generalize over familiar
yet unseen objects.22 Manyworks utilize supervised learn-
ing to encode a mapping that either classifies and qualifies
a grasp candidate in a dicriminative manner, or regresses
a grasp configuration directly in a generative manner. For
both types of methods, scene segmentation is usually nec-
essary to recognize and isolate the object. Discriminative
approaches often useCNNs tomap a grasp configuration to
grasp quality or a predictive success criteria using visual
features in the segmented image.40–42 Generative tech-
niques estimate one or more suitable grasp configuration
by direct regression or classification in dicretized config-
uration space.25,43, 44 While many of these approaches
that use supervised learning show successful adaptation
of the grasp synthesis on novel objects, the generalization

is achieved within a distribution that generates the training
data. Consequently, the grasp synthesis approach can be
deemed applicable only for the objects that are similar, sub-
ject to the learned features. These approaches eliminate
the need for reconstruction or correspondence-based pose
estimation, as 3D model knowledge is not assumed. Many
approaches that use learning show generalization, which
for practical purposes can handle grasp synthesis for un-
known object sufficiently well. It is ambiguous whether
the approaches that use model-free learning and general-
ize well over unseen objects can be considered to handle
unknown objects. Especially when using exploration and
domain randomization during learning, learnt policies are
able to generalize over large range of unseen objects in
various environments.

According to the classification in Bohg et al.,22 expe-
rience similarity might not be considered to solve object
grasping. In that case, only heuristic based methods that
use structure extraction using (partial) shape reconstruc-
tion.45–47 It is noted that most approaches mentioned in
this section involve assumption of a restricting plane at the
bottom as in table-top grasping. Often, the implementa-
tions are open-loop which makes them susceptible to the
noise in perception input. Few works have explored on
closed-loop 6DoF grasping43,48–50 that can extended well
for space application.

2.4 Generalizable Manipulation Autonomy

The ultimate goal for high autonomy systems is to
enable sequential decision making in complex environ-
ments. This implies that the robots will need to execute
tasks in a goal oriented manner while handling and en-
countering a broad range of objects, scenes, semantics and
task goals along its life-cycle. Traditionally, model-based
methods have introduced increasing degree of generaliza-
tion in perception, planning and control. However, it is
usually constrained to narrow operating domains in struc-
tured environments. This is clearly limited by availability
and development of models, metrics and representations
for inherent uncertainty in the environment. Therefore,
robot learning has been considered an integral element
in enabling practical generalization.51 However, recent
advances in machine learning and data-driven algorithm
design have shown rapid progress in computer vision and
natural language tasks like object recognition52 and scene
description.53 It has provides the precursors for devel-
oping modern building blocks for generalizable robotic
autonomy that works across high complexity tasks and
dynamic environments.

Recent work on this front has focused on multiple lev-
els from the low-level skill generalization to task structure
generalization and concept discovery. These approaches
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use reinforcement learningwhich allows exploration of the
relevant state-action domain. At a skill level, generaliza-
tion can be improved by choosing the right state and/or
action spaces. Most recently, Martin et al.54 show that us-
ing a known model of a robot arm, choosing pose, veloci-
ties and impedance gains as action space variables instead
of actuator commands improves generality of learned ma-
nipulation skill. They also show direct transfer of skill
policy from simulated training to real-world operation on
different robots. Allshire et al.55 go further by eliminating
the need to tailor the action space and instead automati-
cally learn a latent action-space relevant for a visuomotor
skill and then learn the skill in that action space. On a
higher-level abstraction skill composition, Fang et al.56
propose a technique that plans multi-step manipulation
skill sequence heirarchically using learned latent represen-
tations, showing effectiveness to reason about dynamics in
long-horizon manipulation tasks. Beyond compositional
skill planning, Mandlekar et al.57 address factorization of
task structure from demonstration, while Li et al.58 use
causal discovery to infer structure and interactions that
have causal effect on the behavior of the dynamical sys-
tem.

Increasing capabilities and understanding of robot
learning will empower the efforts in enabling highly au-
tonomous systems. To harness this progress for space-
borne robotic systems, it is therefore necessary to develop
these algorithmic and operational elements of autonomy
in a consistent framework. Next section provides details
of such a framework.

3. Autonomy Framework Design

Motivated by the lack of autonomy formalism for space
systems and inspired by advances in terrestrial robotic au-
tonomy, this section presents a framework for directing
space systems development towards generalizable auton-
omy. This may serve as a template within which space
systems in general and robotic OSAM capabilities in par-
ticular may be incrementally developed.

Autonomy of a system is the ability to achieve goals
while operating independently of external control, us-
ing real-time sense-plan-act sequences. Here, this self-
sufficiency of the system is decoupled into two elements:
independence and adaptability.

• Independence outlines the time horizon and the de-
gree to which a system handles the decision-making,
without operator intervention.

• Adaptability outlines the degree to which system can
adapt to environment variation and the extent it can
adapt a task in a goal-oriented manner.

This de-coupling of independence allows a more sys-
tematic and granular representation of autonomous sys-
tem, reducing ambiguity of capability expression.

3.1 Autonomy Levels

Autonomy level scales are important in conveying ca-
pabilities of a system in a snapshot without necessitating
or requiring knowledge of the functional implementation
of the autonomy stack. This is relevant for consistent un-
derstanding or representation of autonomous behavior of
the system among customers, system engineers and de-
velopers of autonomy functions. Similar to taxonomy
of autonomous road vehicles (SAE-J3016 †), taxonomy
standardization with accurate autonomous behaviour de-
scriptions can aid the developing commercial OSAM in-
dustry in consistent representation of operational features.
Currently, ECSS Space Segment Operability standards‡
provide a coarse autonomy scale that allows broad cate-
gorization of mission execution. The standard lacks gran-
ularity beyond operational scheduling and procedures to
express generalizability as well as robotic capabilities that
are enabled by algorithmic features. On the other hand,
autonomy levels in SAE-J3016 levels do not clearly de-
couple independence and adaptability aspects. We de-
couple independence and adaptability aspects to clearly
express autonomy levels and the corresponding behaviour.
These are shown in Tables 1 & 2. Despite generality, the
representative example use case is assumed to be robotic
manipulation for OSAM, wherever necessary.

3.1.1 Independence
Level I1: Decision making is operator dependent.

Time horizon for autonomous operation is usually very
small, typically involving time for arm traversal be-
tween operator commands. Example: Set-point based
teleoperation with state/vision feedback aided by on-
board kinematic/inverse-kinematic planner, where auton-
omy time horizon is the duration of arm traversal between
set points.

Level I2: Decision-making is human-dependent and
system may additionally handover complete control to the
operatorwhen systemencounters a potentially unsafe state.
Time horizon for autonomous operation is usually small,
requiring manual feedback/intervention while executing a
sense-plan-act loop. Example: Teleoperation with high-
level operator commands like visual servo to a predefined
relative arm pose to a visually locked feature target subject
to dynamic constraints.

†SAE-J3016A: Taxonomy and Definitions for Terms Related to Driv-
ing Automation Systems for On-Road Motor Vehicles
‡ECSS-E-ST-70-11C: ECSS Space segment operability (31 July

2008)
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Independence
Level Name Decision

making
Time Horizon

1 Minimal
Autonomy

Operator Short
(vision/motor
function execution)

2 Assistive
Autonomy

Operator Short
(visuomotor skill
execution)

3 Supervised
Autonomy

System-
Operator

Intermediate
(visuomotor skill
compositions)

4 Active
Autonomy

System Long
(task execution)

5 Full
Autonomy

System Long
(tasks/mission
execution)

Table 1: Autonomy Levels representing independence of
the system

Level I3: System executes sense-plan-act loop with
operator supervision. Decision making is shared between
human operator and the system autonomy stack, requir-
ing decision validation and intervention for critical events.
The system may spontaneously hand-over control to the
operator on violating confidence bounds, safety margins
or safety overrides. Example: Autonomous final approach
and robotic capture of an uncooperative spacecraft, with
operator validation for critical decisions.

Level I4: System executes sense-plan-act loop with-
out operator intervention, aided by an on-board autonomy
stack. Decision making is handled entirely by the system,
with operator in an optional and passive monitoring mode.
System can compose basic skills to execute fixed and pre-
defined tasks and subtasks, over a sufficiently long time
horizon. Example: Autonomous vision-based assembly
of a telescope sub-structure from semantic task descrip-
tion.

Level I5: System executes sense-plan-act loop with-
out operator intervention, aided by an on-board autonomy
stack. Decision making is entirely handled by the system
at a task level, once a task description is provided. System
can compose task structure to accomplish undefined or
softly-defined tasks, while operate autonomously for long
time horizons, including significant or entire duration of
mission. Example: Autonomous robotic refuelling and re-
targeting of an on-orbit fuel station over a life-cycle with
dynamic re-fueling assignments.

Adaptability
Level Name Environment

Adapabtability
Task
Adapatbility

1 Rigid
Autonomy

None/Minor None/Minor
(Functionally
rigid)

2 Robust
Autonomy

Minor Minor
(Behaviorally-
rigid)

3 Adaptive
Autonomy

Partially
unknown
environment

Intermediate
(Cognitive skill
composition)

4 Partial
Generalizable
Autonomy

Familiar
environments

High
(Task structure
adaptability)

4 Full
Generalizable
Autonomy

Unknown
environments

Long
(task structure
adaptability with
online concept
generation)

Table 2: AutonomyLevels representing adaptability of the
system

3.1.2 Adaptability
Level A1: Minor or no environment variability is ex-

pected. and operation is done using fixed and pre-defined
designed task structures and target objects. Example: Re-
fuelling of a known cooperative spacecraft with target-
specific end-effector interface.

Level A2: Minor environment variability is expected
within a pre-defined operational environment. The system
pre-programmed at a behavioral level and operates using
a fixed task/task structure specified in advance. Example:
Robotic debris capture system that adapt to misalignments
and large uncertainties in target tumbling rate, but only
works for a single pre-defined and known target.

Level A3: Partially unknown environment is antici-
pated during operation to which system must adapt at a
skill or task level. The system is pre-programmed to fa-
cilitate cognitive functions such basic context reasoning
or modifying a pre-defined task structure to accomplish a
task. Example: On-orbit robotic inspection and character-
ization of a dynamically assigned target.

Level A4: The system is able to accomplish tasks in
unknown environments+ with loose structural similarity to
training or test environment. The system is able to reason
about a semantic task description or task specifications to
synthesize dynamic task structure and skill composition
with structural primitives and past experience. Example:
Autonomous assembly of large structures for arbitrary sys-
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Fig. 1: General autonomy stack abstraction

tems from standard and non-standard sub-components.
Level A5: The system is able to reason about radi-

cally new environments+ by synthesizing new concepts of
operation at a task, skill, model or process level. The
system can dynamically construct novel task structure and
learn composite skills in the new environment, to augment
generic primitives and past experience. Example: Au-
tonomous assembly of arbitrary systemswith non-standard
sub-components in collaborative and non-collaborative
environments in presence of humans or other agents.

3.2 Autonomy Stack Abstraction

The autonomy stack that can enable aforementioned
levels of autonomy can now be conceived in terms of
high-level abstraction layers as shown in Figure 2. The
functional layer at the bottom represents elements of per-
ception and actuation, that interface directly with the hard-
ware to process raw sensor data into structure, or process
motion-plan into actuator signals. Behavioral layer above
represents elements that guide the spatial-temporal behav-
ior in and of the environment like localization, mapping
and trajectory optimization. Above this, the cognitive layer
allows the system to reason about higher level information,
which includes includes scene understanding, dynamic
task planning and scheduling, intelligent decision mak-
ing and on-line learning. The cognitive layer reinforces
behavioral layer by processing, encoding and decoding a
complex scene information on a high-dimensional repre-
sentations other than dynamic motion. Given the safety-
critical nature of spacecraft operations, the safety layer
includes elements like risk quntification, uncertainty rep-

‡* More advanced human-robot interactions including shared goal
and/or intentions in a workspace may also be incorporated here

resentation and behavior verification, to ensure that a goal
oriented plan or action does not violate safety primitives,
in a system that may be constantly learning and evolving in
its environment. The semantics core embeds ability for the
system to understand and reason about semantic represen-
tation of tasks and operations. Finally the knowledge base
consists of predefined structural or functional primitives,
dynamic models and ontologies in a declarative manner
and a procedural memory that updates and evolves during
operation.

3.3 Autonomy Execution Architecture

The autonomy execution architecture develops a tem-
plate of how autonomous systems can reason about high
level semantic task assignments and transform them into
real-world execution. While it is meant to describe a flow
of execution in a fully autonomous system, the execution
architecture is generic and can be used to represent lower
autonomy levels, where parts of the flow may be hard-
coded, executed on-line and/or executed by an operator.
The architecture is depicted in Figure 2 with expansion of
subtask execution manager block.

Three capability levels are used: skill (lowest), sub-
task (intermediate) and task (highest). The execution flow
starts with the semantic task description. The system uti-
lizes the pre-built ontologies to first validate the task de-
scription and compile logic-based and quantitative task
specifications that can be verified in the loop. Subse-
quently, utilizing the existing knowledge and constraints,
the task specifications are semantically validated in terms
of whether the task can be accomplished, given the capa-
bilities of the system at the given time. Once validated,
the system synthesizes task structure by breaking the top-
level task specification into a subtask tree or a graph. Each
subtask is then decomposed into elementary skills that
are required to accomplish it. Skill assignments are the
re-composed into a functional task execution plan with a
subtask queue and a skills-schedule per subtask. The func-
tional plan is then verified for initiating execution. Once
initiated, the subtask manager handles execution of the
subtask queue and making real-time adjustments to sched-
ules and dynamic re-planning of skill execution. This
execution schedule is then updated in individual skill ex-
ecution managers. Skill execution manager takes care of
proposing visuomotor actions for a short-time horizon,
which are propagated and checked for violation of prede-
fined risk criteria and margins. After the safety of prop-
agated behaviour is verified, the skills are executed. On
skill execution, subtask manager is sent an update about
the latest state of visuomotor skill execution and the envi-
ronment. If actions proposed by skill execution manager
violate a given risk criteria, the skill execution is bypassed
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Fig. 2: Generic autonomy execution architecture for enabling goal-oriented autonomous behaviour from semantic
long-horizon task description.
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and the subtask manager is informed. subtask manager
can then choose to dynamically re-schedule and re-assign
skills to retry or recover in order to fulfil the state of the
subtask. In the process, the subtask manager continuously
updates the state of subtasks in a verification block. This
block verifies the integrity of the task and the probability
of achieving the end-state from the current subtask exe-
cution state. The state data of the system, environment,
skill execution and subtask execution is sent to a learning
engine. The learning engine block is kept generic here
to avoid non-trivial specifications. This blcok updates the
procedural memory with improved policies and models
that enable system to improve with experience.

4. Discussion

The Execution architecture is built with the assumption
that the autonomous system will be assigned high-level
tasks along its lifetime in a semantic format, which the
system would have to reason about and execute success-
fully. Unlike many of the terrestrial robotic applications,
the use of natural language for task description and in-
structions is not considered.

Three capability levels- skill, subtask and task can be
explained as follows. A task is the operator assignment that
encodes the goals for the system for a given time horizon.
A subtask is a decomposable part of a task i.e. a node in
the task structure. The most elementary level capability
is a skill. A functionality of any given skill can span
one or more of perception, motion-planning and control
elements. Examples include known-body pose estimation
(vision), compliant dynamic grasping (motor) and visual
servoing (visuomotor). Skills are modular and are unique
i.e. they cannot be fully composed by other modular skills.

A system might achieve the end-state of the same sub-
task specification using dynamic combination of visuomo-
tor skills that change according to scene state in real time.
The notion of subtask provides an intermediate anchor for
representation in between highest level representation (i.e.
task) and lowest level representation of goals and states
(i.e. skills). It is also assumed that high level tasks and un-
derlying problems are decomposable and re-composable,
ignoring the aspect of poor composability where poor fac-
torization of task into subtasks may lead to poor perfor-
mance on the high-level task on re-composition.

4.1 Example: Autonomous Assembly

Following is a limited breakdown of architectural com-
ponents in Figure 2 associated with an on-orbit assem-
bly use-case for clarity. Consider an assembly spacecraft
equipped with two robotic arms that assembles parts man-
ufactured on orbit similar in concept to Patane et al.59

Task: Autonomous structural assembly for wide-field

Fig. 3: An example task structure for truss assembly sub-
task

infrared observatory
Task Description: (Semantic form of) Start -> Con-

struct X truss configuration from struts and connectors ->
unload and lay mirrors from canister -> unload subsystem
modules -> connect subsystem interfaces -> Acquire safe
hold position -> Stop

Task Structure: For brevity, consider the first subtask
- Construction of X truss configuration, where X is an
array of truss properties. The sample task structure for
this segment could be synthesized as shown in Figure 3.
Each node in the graph represents an underlying subtask.

Skill Composition: Each subtask (e.g. retrieve strut
node) is realized by composing basic skills (e.g. multi-
arm motion planning). Consider the simple subtask of re-
trieving a strut and a connector before interfacing. Figure
4 shows an example of how this subtask could be realized
by composing skills through assignmen and scheduling in
a dual-arm system.

Execution Managers and Task Integrity Verification:
The execution managers are responsible for real-time ex-
ecution, progress tracking and dynamic re-planning at the
respective (skill or subtask) levels. Task integrity veri-
fication tracks a criteria representing task success or the
possibility of reaching the task end state. As an example,
subtask queue and skill schedules may be encoded in a
dynamically expanding behaviour tree form. This allows
flexible skill/subtask re-planning. The task integrity veri-
fication is then tracking all the paths in the behaviour tree
that can lead to the task end-state within constraints.
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Fig. 4: An example skill decomposition with assignment
and scheduling

Learning: The learning engine block represents
generic block that allows improvement of system perfor-
mance based on metrics, success and failure data online.
As an example, consider an actuator policy that handles
contact-aware execution of secure grasp from a pre-grasp
pose. Using a learnt policy eliminates the need for model-
ing complex contact dynamics for arbitrary materials and
geometries. However, a policy learn on ground might be
tuned and improved online by tracking pre-defined met-
rics. Learning engine handles these metrics and software
infrastructure for learning and qualification of policy for
online updates.

5. Conclusions

This work lays down elements of a software-oriented
framework for incremental development of high auton-
omy in space systems. Targeting the OSAM application
domain, the role of vision-based grasping in enabling gen-
eral manipulation is analyzed using recent progress in
data-driven approaches. To enable general manipulation
autonomy for space, the need for an incremental autonomy
framework is highlighted and elements of the framework
are presented. The framework relies on the decomposi-
tion of a complex a task into three capability levels- task,
subtask and skill. A task describes a long-horizon assign-
ment given to the autonomous system. At the intermediate
level, subtasks represent elements of a decomposed task
structure. At the lowest level, skills represent modular vi-
suomotor functions that can be dynamically composed to
fulfill a subtask. The generic execution architecture uses
these capability levels to devise a flow = for translating
long-horizon tasks defined by the operator into real-world
sense-plan-act routines. The applicability of the frame-
work is demonstrated with an example use case of a highly
autonomous system. In the future work, real-time op-
eration, verification and validation elements need to be

addressed along with demonstration on a real system.
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